
From: Bill VonTill
To: Sarah M. Fields
Date: 5/3/04 10:32AM
Subject: Response to Questions: White Mesa Uranium Mill Site

Ms. Fields,

I am responding to your letters dated July 16, 2003, October 15, 2003, January 14, 2004 and
April 5, 2004. Note; this response does not address your letter dated April 23, 2004 to Ms.
Osiris Siurano-Perez of our Office of State and Tribal Programs. That will be addressed under
a separate action.

In response to your questions concerning the archeological site and surety at the International
Uranium (USA) Corporation White Mesa mill, near White Mesa and Blanding, Utah, NRC staff
have reviewed the historical information pertaining to this site. Responses to your concerns
are addressed in the attached WordPerfect document. Please note that your questions are in
bold and NRC staff responses directly follow each question. Should you have any questions
concerning these responses, please contact me at 301-415-6251 or via e-mail at
rwvynrc.gov.

William von Till
Senior Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-6251

CC: Betty Garrett; Dane Finerfrock; Dennis Sollenberger; Gary Janosko; Myron
Fliegel; Osiris Siurano-Perez; Robert Lukes; Robert Nelson; Tom Rice



0: A number of archaeological sites Identified In the 1980 Casjens/Seward
Preliminary Report to be in the southeast quarter of Section 29 are not included in
the 1988 Report?

A: NRC staff has determined that procedures were followed in constructing Cell No. 1 to
ensure that cultural resources were protected. To the extent that some sites identified in the
Casjens/Seward Preliminary Report are not included in the 1988 Report, it is very likely due to
one or more of the following:

* they were considered by the qualified archaeologist to be insignificant at the
time Cell No. 1 was being constructed

* they were mitigated as part of the construction process, in accordance with
approved procedures (i.e., the Monitoring Program)

* they were buried without being disturbed, in accordance with approved
procedures

Q: A number of archaeological sites Identified In the Casjens/Seward Preliminary
Report to be In the southeast quarter of Section 33 are not Included on a recent
DOE map of Archaeological Sites at White Mesa. An explanation should be given.

A: DOE requested that IUSA provide information detailing archaeological sites at the Mill that
could potentially be impacted if the Moab tailings were to be relocated to the Mill. IUSA
provided to DOE a map based on the 1979 D'Appolonia Report, which accurately describes
the sites in Sections 32 and 33 that could potentially be disturbed by additions to the Mill's
tailings facilities that would be required in order to accommodate the Moab tailings.
Archaeological sites 8703, 8704 and 8705 are approximately one-quarter to one-half mile east
or southeast of any possible Mill site disturbance from either conventional Mill activities or from
the Moab tailings relocation project, and are therefore not relevant to the purposes of the map
that was presented to DOE.

Q: Were any of the archaeological sites In Section 29 evaluated for their
archaeological significance as part of the licensing of the Mill? If not, why not?
Why are these sites not listed In Energy Fuels' July 28 1988 submittal, which Is
part of the Mill's license? Have any of the sites been Impacted by the construction
and operation of Cell No.1 ? If so, how were they Impacted, and what mitigative
measures were taken?

A: Earthwork on both Cell No. 1 and Cell No. 2 began in June of 1979 while mitigation efforts
were underway to clear the construction areas of impacted sites. Qualified archaeologists
were available to assist, according to the details of the Monitoring Program, to ensure that
undetected sites were avoided until mitigation could be carried out. It was during this time that
the State of Utah was contracted to survey an additional 5,120 acres included in the land
exchange with the BLM. (Casjens/Seward Preliminary Report, February 1980).

The field survey work supporting the Casjens/Seward Preliminary Report was conducted from
June to December 1979. It is very likely that the field survey was conducted after the area of
Section 29 covered by Cell No.1 was stripped of topsoil. This topsoil stripping would have
been done under the watch of a qualified archaeologist. It is true that the small portion of
Section 29 impacted by construction activities was not included in the original Thompson



report, but the presence of qualified archaeologists during the stripping activities would have
ensured that no undetected sites were disturbed. The sites described in the Casjens/Seward
Preliminary Report were located to the west and north of the area disturbed by Cell No.1, and
were avoided during construction activities or determined to be insignificant by the on site
archaeologists. A discussion as to why certain sites identified in the Casjens/Seward
Preliminary Report were not listed in the 1988 Report is contained in the answer to the
following question.

0: A number of archaeological sites referred to In the Casjens/Seward Preliminary
Report, the 2003 DOE map and other sites are not indicated In the 1988 Report.
Although I have no Information that these cultural resource sites may have been
Impacted by Mill-site activities, they certainly should be listed In the 1988 Report
and evaluated for possible archaeological significance. If these sites do not have
to be listed In the license, an explanation should be given.

A: The purpose of the 1988 Report was to identify the archaeological sites that could
potentially be affected by future Mill operations or construction. The list of archaeological sites
contained in that report reflect the archaeological work that had been accomplished up to that
date by excluding from the list previously identified archaeological sites that had been
impacted or mitigated by approved Mill activities. This explains why certain sites referred to in
the Casjens/Seward Preliminary Report are not listed in the 1988 Report.

With respect to the DOE map, the map that IUSA provided to DOE was intended to identify
archaeological sites that could potentially be impacted if the Moab tailings were to be relocated
to the Mill. It was not intended that IUSA ensure that archaeological sites that could not be
impacted by such activities were included on the map. Therefore, it would be expected that
the map presented to the DOE is not identical to the list in the 1988 report.

0: There Is no Indication that any of the historical cultural sites In Section 16 were
ever evaluated by the licensee for their archaeological significance. When are the
archaeological resources in Section 16 and other sections in T 38 South, R22 East
going to be evaluated for their archaeological significance?

A: An archaeological survey of the Section 16 area was conducted in 1982 and 1983.
(Archaeological Testing on Southern White Mesa, The Cultural Resources of Section 16, Gary
M. Brown, William E. Davis, Abajo Archaeology, January 1983) This survey was conducted as
a part of an evaluation of the area as an alternate tailings disposal area as well as for a
potential clay borrow source.

The licensee's obligation is to ensure that any site within 100 feet of Mill activities is protected
or mitigated through an approved program. Disturbing all the known archaeological sites on
the White Mesa property to determine significance would be totally contrary to the concept of
protection and avoidance of sites not impacted by Mill operations, and would provide vandals
with a road map to sites potentially containing significant archaeological artifacts. At such time
as additional undisturbed land is planned to be used for Mill related activities the
archaeological significance of potential sites will be evaluated under an approved program by
the licensee.



Q: The potential clay borrow area is approximately four miles from the Mill, so a
transportation route would have to be established. When will a determination be
made regarding impacts of the borrow area, the roadway, and associated
activities on these cultural resources? I have not been able to locate any
information provided by the Licensee to the NRC with respect to the details of the
mining of the clay at the proposed Section 16 borrow area. I would have expected
more detailed information and an environmental evaluation and cultural resource
evaluation. Has the licensee and the NRC evaluated the environmental impacts
associated with the mining and transportation of the clay materials from the
Section 16 proposed borrow area? If not, when will this be accomplished? Why
have the costs related to archaeological investigations and costs related to
possible mitigative measures in T 38 South, Range 22 East not been figured into
the surety?

A: The clay materials required for construction and capping of the Mill's tailings cells is
available from stockpiled material saved during the excavation of the disposal cells, as well as
from the Section 16 borrow site. The quantity of clay material needed from Section 16 is not
known at this time, but the resource available in the area controlled by IUSA is several orders
of magnitude greater than the quantity needed for reclamation of the tailings cells.
Archaeological sites recorded in the 1983 report can easily be avoided during the mining of the
clay material and there is no need to further evaluate or disturb the known sites.

In the unlikely event that additional clay is needed, the haulage routes from the Section 16
borrow site to the White Mesa tailings cells would be along existing dirt roads. Some upgrade
of the roads will be necessary, but any archaeological sites could easily be avoided.
Therefore, there is no need to further evaluate or disturb known archaeological sites along the
haulage route. The routing and avoidance of archaeological sites along the haulage route
would be similar to the program conducted by Energy Fuels in 1980. A haul road was
constructed from the Mill site to the Plateau Resources Buying Station, approximately three
miles to the north of the Mill. An archaeological survey of the haulage route was conducted
(Cultural Resource Investigation: Haulway from EFN Mill Site to Plateau Resources Stockpile,
San Juan County, Utah, by Larry D. Agenbroad, Plano Archaeological Consultants, September
1980), and all sites were avoided during the construction of the road.

Section 16 was obtained from the Utah Division of State Lands in 1979. Utah Division of State
Lands acknowledged that the clay in Section 16 is considered by the Division of State Lands to
be a common material not subject to the State's reservation of minerals, and that, accordingly,
it may be removed and utilized by the Mill without further cost.

0: There is no Indication that the Licensee has figured Into the surety the costs of
archaeological investigations and possible mitigation with respect to the Impacts
of activities associated with the mining of the clay In Section 16 and the
transportation of the materials to the Impoundments.

A: The reclamation cost estimate for the White Mesa Mill and tailings disposal cells includes
costs for mining and transport of clay material from Section 16 to the tailings area. The
estimate also includes costs for obtaining a mining permit for the clay material.



Q: It also appears that some of the archaeological sites listed In the 1988 Report may
be Impacted by activities that are not directly related to licensed Mill activities. It
seems that IUC permits cattle grazing on the Mill property. The recent Annual
Technical Evaluation of White Mesa Uranium Mill Tailings Management System
documents the fact that cattle had come into the restricted area and trampled the
berm between two of the tailings Impoundments. Cattle have a way of going
through fences.

A: A June 7, 1979 letter report from Dr. Laurel Casjens to Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc., confirms
that historical activity and modification (i.e. chaining and plowing) of the land surface on White
Mesa had destroyed some structures and surface features of archaeological sites. Prior to the
construction of the Mill, the area now owned by IUSA was active farm and ranch land for 80
years. An aerial photograph taken in 1975, before development of the Mill site shows the
impact on the site from the farming and ranching activities. A second photograph from 1955
also shows evidence of surface disturbance in the area of the Mill. IUSA's non-mill related
activities are consistent with historic and neighboring land uses and have not damaged
unrelated sites beyond that caused by normal land use in the area.

The May 2003 Monthly Tailings Inspection Report refers to cattle being on the crest of
diversion ditch D1. This ditch is located north of Cell No. 1, well outside of the Mill restricted
area. NRC staff has concluded that cattle do not graze in the Mill's restricted area.

Q: I would like to know if the NRC is in any way responsible for the Impacts to
archaeological sites, pursuant to License condition 9.7, when those Impacts are
not related to licensed uranium recovery activities. In other words, Is the NRC In
any way responsible for seeing to It that any impacts to the archaeological sites
from non-licensed activities at the Mill site, such as cattle grazing, are identified
and addressed?

A: The Mill's NRC license covers the Mill site, tailings facilities and related facilities. It does
not apply to other lands held by IUSA, whether contiguous to land used for such Mill activities
or elsewhere. NRC staff have determined that the NRC does not have the authority to regulate
non-mill related activities on IUSA's properties that are adjacent to the Mill site properties.

0: The April 13,1981 research design (ML023430326), referenced In License
Condition 9.7, Is out of date. It probably could not be used as a basis for any new
undertakings, Including excavation and transportation of borrow materials for
reclamation. This Is discussed In an October 7,2003 letter to myself from James
L. Dykmann, Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer, Division of State
HistorylUtah State Historical Society.

A: This research design was developed for the specific contract with the State of Utah for
mitigation of the sites impacted by early Mill construction activities. License condition 9.7
states that the licensee shall institute a data recovery program based on the 1981 research
design. Implicit in this requirement is that any archaeological contractor performing such work
would
be required to use modem techniques that meet current industry standards. To the extent that
such techniques are based on, but not inconsistent with, the 1981 research design referred to
in license condition 9.7, the NRC staff does not see any issues and the work could proceed.



However, to the extent that such techniques are inconsistent with the 1981 research design,
then the licensee would be required to discuss these inconsistencies with NRC, prior to
implementing any such mitigation activities.


